
The Meaning of Meaning 

21 November 2022   (C’est lundi, Es el lunes, É segunda-feira, Es ist Montag, Сегодня  понедельник) 

By the way, today is a No 11 numerology day…  

Q: Esteemed Committee, for readers’ benefit however not yours (given that y’all know precisely what’s 

been asked and had answered here) a good amount of current events terrain has been covered recently. 

What seems to be equally important is how understandings are converted to betterments. How can 

knowledge make us happier, more content and generally more satisfied? In other words, better.   

C: Better means that broad, often vague and sometimes difficult to define condition instantly 

recognized when we see it. Even in Heaven. You wish to know how the triangle of dialogue here    ̶the 

corners of which are questions, replies and reader understanding & interpretation  ̶  can be used to 

improve. 

Q: I couldn’t have said it better myself, but I didn’t! Yes, yes and yes…. (since we’re doing triangles 

again) How do we humans achieve a permanent upgrade derived from knowing what we have read here, 

or there and/or anywhere? 

[Sidebar: I always wondered why in English we don’t say “have readed”; it’s the worst irregular verb 

conjugation of the language. I read today (“reed”) but I read yesterday (“red”) but over time I have not readed, 

because the English teacher would not be impressed…]   

C: Knowledge itself is an improvement. What you are asking is how to covert things into 

physicality. Your entire and complete purpose of incarnation is the application of meaning. In Heaven 

you are and just; on Earth you are, and you make. Observing physical existence & action is a most 

wonderful distraction, but humanity allows this distraction to obfuscate what cannot be erased, 

diminished, reduced or discounted. 

Human allowance of this effect is optional; religion is one of many methods used in the benevolent 

attempt to restore existence to its proper level, rank, importance and place alongside physical presence, 

existence and action.  

Your movement on Earth is just a facsimile of the permanent movement of your soul, wearing the 

costume of the human body.  

Q: Okay…please then explain that second sentence, “…how to convert things into physicality.” 

C: Use your mind, which means your thoughts, to imagine the physical reality you desire. Repeat 

this as many times as needed to convince yourself thus create belief. The instant you achieve faith, 

physicality of thought shall you have.  

Q: Sounds too easy. 

C: Difficulty and complication are human fetishes.  

Q: Sensitivity and dislike of criticism also! Is it really that easy? 

C: Yes, as a youngster but humans are determined to train the humanity out of humans, then re-

label the debilitated, self-inflicted condition as human. Often. 

Q: Youngsters don’t imagine the need for application of understanding to achieve physical 

betterment & improvement. 

C: As adult humans typically observe, no however it occurs far more often that believed, usually 

mislabeled as being childish when observed. 

 



Q: Isn’t it just our life plan to rinse the childish innocence out of ourselves? To inject complication 

into things where unnecessary?  

C: Yes, but the human life plan, as we have said more times than a broken record, is one hundred 

percent optional, variable & amendable.  

Q: Okay, let’s take a recent example y’all explained, which surprised me. The USA’s two big political 

clubs, the Demublicans and Republicrats, are coordinated behind-the-scenes to use President Biden’s son 

to draw Biden into a scandal from which he’ll have to resign to avoid removal. This avoids 3 pitfalls, 

impeachment & removal, the appearance of giving up and the likelihood of a crushing election defeat.  

Now that we here know this, what can we each do to improve our lives day-to-day with such insight?  

C:  For USA voters, this will allow you to see through what is said during both the process and the 

re-election campaign such resignation is intended to salvage. Your thoughts and energy will be more 

positive, and this will be contagious. Your raised optimism will to a degree lift optimism in anyone who 

comes into your area of energetic influence, even if you do not speak a word of what you know, observe 

and understand. 

For readers here who cannot or will not vote, you will very likely also be exposed to advertising, 

promotion, propaganda, information, influences, ideas and points-of-view both favorable and critical of 

all players and sides.   

This intended effect of the publicity will be to gain votes from citizens then later from elected legislators 

and leaders the world over. 

That you see into the process in ways & means other observers do not, means you will have a positive 

influence on them, not just yourself.  

It is for this reason we respond to these questions, for we see what the replications of understanding 

achieve. We see the viral action even where and how you might not. You are the chosen ones.  

Q: Chosen ones? Chosen by whom? 

C: By yourselves of course. Who among you was forced to come, return, criticize and comment, if 

you have? 

Q: We’re seeds, and what we think germinates the crops which grow in the field? 

C: And allow a harvest so bountiful we cannot describe it with human words. 

Q: Isn’t that a bit arrogant, to believe we are special? 

C: Arrogance is a chosen reaction of listeners and observers; it has nothing to do with facts & truth. 

Dislike of reality reinforces it. The many if not all of you have heard of Donald Trump? Arrogance is a 

trait used to describe him often, the many of you have believed him to be. By most human standards, 

Donald Trump is most arrogant. Does that make nearly everything he has said and done incorrect or 

simply wrong?  

All humans are special, but in unique ways often perceived as being not special, according to some 

human estimations. Readers here are special by choice, and to their Guardian Angel Guides inures a 

status in Heaven which is admired from wide and far by the collective cohort of all the Guardian Angel 

Guides of all humans.   

Your influence is outsized beyond what you can know. 

Q: Is Mr. Biden arrogant by the usual standards, as you see him? 

C: Very much so, but the manifestation is filtered through many years of image creation and  

 



projection, the one talent which remains somewhat intact with President Biden.  

Q: His other talents have decayed? 

C: Considerably. His mind is dying, and soon shall the rest of him. We suggest you feel compassion 

for him, he long ago chose to sell integrity and has not enough remaining to make a positive difference. 

This decision supplied him short term gains but longer-term costs not yet visible to him. This was not a 

life plan decision for him, which was steadily reviewed and reinforced after consideration and debate 

with his guides. He deliberately chose the life of a politician and to follow the commands, orders and 

instructions of forces that would enrich him. His resulting poverty of spirit was a very high price to pay, 

for this mental debt will remain with his soul long after Earth surface wealth loses meaning and 

relevance for his soul. Have compassion and mercy with your thoughts.   

Q: A mass shooting happened the other day in the USA state of Colorado. The casualties so far are 

reported to be five deceased, more than a dozen injured, most seriously. The target location was a bar 

which attracted homosexual customers. Was the attacker just an anti-gay homicidal nutjob or is there a 

more nefarious intent, to create more revulsion in order to feed firearm confiscation efforts and 

simultaneously emphasize victimhood status of LGBTQ people?   

C: To ask the attacker the answer would be just a lone attacker, but as you know his legal 

representation would never let him speak and will never reveal what they are told. As has occurred with 

several of these incidents, the attacker was very carefully approached, motivated and coached by 

sympathetic influencers who successfully fooled him. 

Q: He would not have done this without that influence? 

C: No.    

Q: HCP handiwork? 

C: Of course. Confiscation of firearms is of supreme importance. Perpetuation of the myth that 

huge segments of the American public hate homosexuals is so juicy a piece of political fruit, that it 

cannot be left to politicians themselves who would surely mess up the extraction of meaningful 

advantage. The reality nearly everyone knows is that the vast majority of people the world over do not 

care much or at all about homosexuality.   

Q: One last question on the topic of the post. If a person gets meaning out of meaning, which is to 

say s/he gains understanding from interpretation, s/he usually knows this instantly and has a sense of 

mental satisfaction words do not fit. Besides telling anyone what s/he’s seen, how can a person use this 

to improve life today, right now? 

C: The instant insight arrives, which you will all know immediately, consider what you are doing at 

the moment and whether you can suspend, stop or set it aside and apply your mind elsewhere. This step 

lays the foundation for the next. As soon as one can, either now or later, think again about the insight 

into the topic it explains.  

This topic is not haphazard or random, even though it might well seem to be. It is not.  

Think about your current or short-term concerns at the moment. Then think about the insight or 

understanding you have gained that day, if not just moments before. If the connection does not occur to 

you immediately, toggle between the concerns you have and the insight you have achieved. No more 

than two or three oscillations between the two will establish the connection, bring together the wires.  

The benefit will be obvious. 

Q: Thank you Esteemed Committee, as always. 

C: Our pleasure, with the same frequency.  


